Hi! How are you?
Thanks for opening my resume and giving me
a chance. I’m sure you won’t regret that!
I am a 29 yo guy born and raised in Prague
and I’m still living here. Although I would like to live
and work abroad again for some time in near
future. I am cheerful, smart (relatively), loyal,
creative, funny (even more relatively), friendly,
responsible and enthusiastic.

I love everything creative, music, snowboarding,
good food, traveling, my friends, Prague, books,
movies & tv shows, gin & tonic and my family.
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2013 Jönköping University (JIBS)
Erasmus with focus on marketing
Jönköping, Sweden
till

till

2015 University of Economics in Prague
Corporate economics and management,
Minor in marketing,Bachelor & Master,
Prague, Czech Republic
Gymnázium Nad Alejí
2009 Secondary grammar school
with focus on languages
Prague, Czech Republic
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I love learning new languages, discovering new
cultures and generaly meeting newinteresting
people from different countries.

till

jakubnavratil1331@gmail.com
www.kubanavratil.com
+420 721 365 435

ever Freelance
I’ve been working on side as a graphic
designer and coder for many clients,but
mainly for e-shop owners, who wanted
to spruce up their websites.
2018 Chefparade s. r. o.
I’ve been kinda doing everything here...
From graphic design and coding through
emailing and social media to anything IT
and basically solving any problem that
occurred in e-commerce business.
2015 Czech University of Life Sciences
I was helping with organising events, dealing with foreign students and also doing
basic admin work and graphic design
at the International office for Erasmus.

I think I’m pretty good at learning by doing,
especially if it comes to something I really enjoy.
I’ve learned HTML and CSS by myself and I would
like to learn Javascript soon. I never got much into
motion design or 3D (except for Google
SketchUp ), but I want to look into it deeper soon.
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Hi!
I am Kuba.

jakubnavratil1331@gmail.com
www.kubanavratil.com
+420 721 365 435

Hi!

This is a little
taste of my work.

